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In March 1996, Taiwan hold its “Direct Presidential Election” for the first time.
Till 2016, the “Direct Presidential Election” has been held for six times and has
become the most important election in Taiwan. During the six elections, it has
gradually turned out to be a confrontation between the “Blue”, which headed by
Kuomintang (KMT), and the “Green”, which headed by the Democratic Progressive
Party (DPP). The political power has altered for three times. In campaigns, both KMT
and DPP emphasize the propaganda a lot, especially the TV campaign advertising.
Due to the significant difference of the governing philosophies, social foundations and
politics between the two parties, the signs utilized in the TV advertisements of the two
parties differed.
This research is designed to study the TV campaign advertisements of KMT and
DPP that were broadcasted during the six elections, analyze the differences of signs,
or film languages in them. How signs or film languages works in TV campaign
advertisements and how different ideologies were constructed and spread via the signs
are studied in this thesis. Methods and theories of Semiotics and Semiotics of Cinema
are applied.
This study find that the signs in the TV campaign advertisements of KMT and
DPP, such as the shooting angle, light and color, the music, the accent, are differ, that
suggests the ideologies of the two parties are dissimilar: KMT is a traditional Party,
believing that Taiwan belongs to “The Republic of China”. But DPP believes that
Taiwan is a independent district, and so DPP is more radical and pays more attention
on the young voters.
The reason why the opinions and politics of KMT and DPP are so different is
considered in this research. Influenced by Authoritarianism and its long history, KMT
are more traditional and moderate on politics. But DPP is a new Party which















and victim. As a result of Populism, DPP often poses as a guardian of the interests of
social vulnerable groups.
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2016 年 1 月 16 日，新一届的台湾“总统大选”结果揭晓，民进党候选人蔡
英文以 56.13%的得票率成为新一任的台湾地区领导人。这场历时数月、超过 1800
万选民参与的“选战”最终落下帷幕。
至 2016 年，台湾的“总统”直接民选已经走过了 20 年的历程。1996 年台
湾第一次领导人直选，中国国民党候选人李登辉赢得选举。2000 年，民进党候
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